Operational Programme Innovative Economy 2007 - 2013

Case Study - FLUTTER
A Method for In-Flight Assessment of Freedom from Flutter of an Airplane
POIG, the Operational Programme Innovative Economy 2007 - 2013, was one of six national programmes under
National Strategic Reference Framework, which were co-financed from EU resources. This programme was
directed mostly to all entrepreneurs who wanted to implement innovative projects connected with research and
development, modern technologies, investments of high importance for the economy or implementation and use of
information and communication technologies.

During the development of a new aircraft, a new version of an already
existing aircraft or, for military aircraft various flight configurations with
carryings (missiles, external tanks, etc.), the flutter flight tests are
performed to determine the structural dynamics and aeroelastic state of
the aircraft and to monitor any signs of approach or appearance of flutter in
its flight domain.

The Need
The current practice for flutter flight tests proceeds as follows:
selecting a steady flight configuration,
collecting data,
sending them to the ground,
processing them on the ground,
selecting a new flight configuration for measurement.
For aircraft producers and test pilots it would be desirable to perform analysis faster, in almost real
time, and display outputs in the cabin of the investigated aircraft.
They need:
One global result for all the measurements: vibration damping and shape of the most dangerous mode.
Completely automatic identification of modes frequencies and damping ratios.
Period of the update of the identified modes: less than 1 second.
Modes frequency range: 0.5 - 60 Hz.
To this end, it is highly desirable:
To develop a new flutter flight test analysis methodology to improve the safety and to decrease the cost of flight
tests.
To improve the quality of data analysis by providing a better mode and damping estimation, and a better vibration
shape estimation.
To have a real time flutter risks indicator in any phase of flight tests.
To perform flutter tests with very few transducers.
These are bound to improve test flight procedures, leading
to enhanced safety and cost reductions.

The Solution
The FlutterMeter - a measurement, analysis and vibration visualization system - was developed as a result
of the project „Developing the Method for Fast Estimation of the Aero-elastic Properties of the Plane
during the Flutter Flight Tests”.
The basic functions of the system are:
calculation of damping factors, frequencies, amplitudes and vibration modes during one second after
the one or two seconds vibration measurement,
visualization of the selected modes of real vibrations,
visualization of the calculated parameters (damping, frequencies, amplitudes),
signalling a decrease in the damping ratio below the acceptable level.

Fig. 1. Visualization of the selected mode of real vibrations.
Simplified scheme of the plane investigated in the wind tunnel. The left-handed coordinate system was
assumed (green colour). Black colour represents the plane with zero amplitude of vibration; red colour vibration shape. In this case, we can see the symmetrical bending of the horizontal stabilizer f = 6.875 Hz, A = 13.374 mm (17 z).

Fig. 2. Visualization of the calculated parameters (damping in frequency ranges).
The figure presents the results of the measurements of vibration damping during acceleration from
25 m/s to 30 m/s (dynamically similar model in the wind tunnel). The horizontal black line
represents the minimal value of damping (1.5%) required by aviation regulations. The parameters
are calculated every second based on the measurements performed in the previous two seconds.

In the graph the results of the calculations from the start of vibration registration through the 110 s are
visible. The lack of points in certain frequencies ranges means that either there are no specific modes
in the signal in these ranges or the existing modes contribute less than 5% of the total variation to
the analysed vibration signal.
The green window OK shows that the damping factor calculated based on the measurements is
acceptable. The values of the damping factors (AV. DMP) and their frequencies (AV.F) are the arithmetical
averages of the full measurement cycle. The variation of the damping factor vs. time (speed) is showed
with the points in the graph averaged with the method of progressive forgetting of the previous
measurements.
The system of real time analysis allows performing investigations at different speeds during
one flight. It shortens the research time and decreases costs of the tests.
The aim of the investigation stated by the aviation industry was achieved - the vibrations analysis software
for flutter flight tests was developed at the Institute of Aviation in Warsaw. It enables the evaluation
of vibrations damping factors, frequencies, amplitudes and phases during one second after the measuring
1024 samples in 24 measuring channels. At the same time it is possible to observe shapes of real
vibrations.
The high speed of calculations and accuracy of results were achieved through:
applying new, faster algorithms for Fourier's transforms calculations,
applying a new method of calculation of autocorrelation function of unsteady signals, which does not
affect the value of damping factors,
new algorithm of fast calculation of the autocorrelation function by applying two Fourier transforms
and one inverse transform,
new methods of calculating of data to visualize the vibration shapes,
new method of calculating damping factors.

The Offer
Materials and Structures Research Center, the part of the Institute of Aviation, offers:
Support towards the certification of a new or modified aircraft by analysis and testing,
Planning, instrumentation and execution of your Ground Vibration Tests and Flutter Flight Tests.
We can perform:

The ground vibration test (GVT)
The ground vibration test (GVT). The GVT is conducted using MIMO
method for airplane on rubber suspension. The resonant frequencies, modes
and damping coefficients are measured.
Before the tests, the Institute of Aviation prepares the short plan of the test.
For this purpose the geometry (in the DXF or IGS - format for example),
the project dive speed, VD and ceiling are needed. We would like to know
the total mass and the center of gravity position. These data should be
delivered by customer. The pilot masses are usually simulated by steel weight
(dummy masses). The main control devices in the cockpit are provided to the
neutral position by thin rubber, if necessary.
The GVT starts after approving the test plan and after the delivery of the test
object in the “flight ready” state. The test object should be assembled
in the test area by the customer. The investigation period is up to 2 weeks.
After this time the test object is ready to be returned.
The results of the test are presented in the electronic form and as a printed
report. The time of delivery is up to 40 days after the test was started.

The flutter analysis based on GVT results
The calculations are performed based on the results of the GVT and the mass
model of the aircraft. Alternate mass models can be tested (for optimal mass
balancing, for example). The calculation results are presented for several
values of flight altitude up to ceiling.
For this purpose, the customer should deliver the mass distribution of the
aircraft: masses and c.g. position of main assemblies, especially for control
surfaces. For control surfaces the actual localization of balance masses
is needed as well as the kinematics and masses of the main elements
of the control system.
The time of delivery of the calculation report is 60 days after the GVT was
started, but at least 30 days after the last change of data made by the
customer.

Flutter flight tests
During flight tests, all the modes in a certain frequency band are monitored: their evolution as a function
of the airspeed Vc. Flight tests proceed through selecting a steady flight configuration (constant Ma, non turbulent
atmosphere), applying excitation (white noise, sine or impact) using control surfaces or specific surfaces (ailerons,
pallets); data given by the accelerometers instrumented on the structure are transmitted to the ground to be treated
(modal analysis) and, after each acquisition, the aircraft changes its flight configuration.
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